
While enrolled in Harvard Business School Dan Bricklin
would daydream that he had a heads-up display floating in
space in front of him like fighter pilots do. He dreamed that

his HP scientific calculator was a computer control device that he could
wave in space, and use it to select and circle lists of items and numbers
on the heads-up display. When he pressed the enter key, a calculation
would appear on the display using the list he had selected. Bricklin has
more than likely had his heads-up display by now and reverted to a flat
panel LCD, but he is responsible for the columns of calculations that
make much of the business world go.

Bricklin is known as “The Father of the Spreadsheet.” Before he and
Stuyvesant (NYC) high school friend Bob Frankston wrote Visicalc in
1978, earlier spreadsheets existed, but they were static documents
printed on a band printer on a large mainframe system. Truly, the right
word for these early printed efforts was ‘tables.’ It was Bricklin and
Frankston, programming for the Apple II, who created a dynamic and
interactive program that could generate new totals, averages, and stan-
dard deviations as quickly as the raw numbers could be entered at the
keyboard. Visicalc was to be the first genuine general purpose business
application written for a microcomputer. Apple sales were beginning to
double and redouble, and yet no application yet existed that had any
more depth than the game Breakout. VisiCalc was the right application
at exactly the right time.

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE FOR THE 6502

The programming to create VisiCalc was performed on the MIT
Multics timesharing system. The code was to be rendered in assembly
language for the MOS 6502 microprocessor that drove the Apple II.
The Apple II had been available since 1977 but the Apple was nowhere
near powerful enough to actually generate such code. Today, any desk-
top computer has the resources to run very sophisticated programming
and development systems. A DEC teletypewriter and an acoustic
modem provided the link to the mainframe where the actual VisiCalc
coding was done.

Bricklin had plenty of technical background leading him into this
field of endeavor. He graduated from MIT with a computer science
degree in 1973, and worked on product development for Digital
Equipment Corporation for three years before returning to school in
1977, enrolling at Harvard. While still in school Bricklin worked out of
his Arlington, MA apartment with Bob Frankston to develop the first
marketable release of VisiCalc. By the time he graduated with his
MBA, it was ready.

But interest was not fast in coming. The lions’ share of Apple IIs
were purchased by hobbyists, and others curious as to what the
machine could do. Many BASIC programs were written, saved to
cassette tape and forgotten. When floppy disk drives became avail-
able, they were by and large used to transfer games from one com-
puter to another.

And intellectual property had not yet been discovered. In the ideal-
istic name of furthering the cause—what was at the time called “per-
sonal computing”—Bricklin and Frankston willfully did not patent the
code or concept of VisiCalc.

THE APPLE II

Apple had a problem too. Sales were increasing quickly but the com-
puting industry regarded the first generation of personal computers as
hobby machines only, and not worthy of more than a cursory look. It
took a while for the significance of VisiCalc to sink in. The first users
were computer club members, owners of bookstores and shoe stores
and the like. But when the business community got a load of what
VisiCalc could do, sales really took off. In four years Software Arts,
Bricklins’ and Frankstons’ company, grew from two employees to 125,
with sales growing to $10 million.

Apple shipped more than a million units as well, but much of the
business community had been waiting to see what the mother of all
computer companies would do. The 1981 introduction of the IBM PC
was the signal for medium and large businesses to assign credibility to
personal computers, and Mitch Kapor was ready. Playing directly off
the design of VisiCalc, Kapor introduced a package called Lotus123.
Derivative though the design may have been, Kapor patented his.

The simple truth was that Lotus123 worked better. It was faster and
better, and improved versions were faster in arriving than they were
for VisiCalc. And the IBM PC had the seniority, marketing power,
and the business acumen of the largest computer company in the
world behind them. In 1985 Software Arts was sold to Lotus
Development Corporation.

ENTER MICROSOFT

But what goes around comes around. Microsoft had developed a
competing product called Excel to run on the Apple Macintosh.
Though introduced in 1985, sales went nowhere. But when Windows
made its debut, Microsoft saw to it that Excel was the first major appli-
cation to run under Windows. Windows (and Excel) sales took off.
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Lotus sued Microsoft. Software Arts sued Lotus. But Excel had gained
the momentum and that couldn’t be turned back.

The fact is that with or without enhancements, Lotus123 and Excel
remain basically the same program as VisiCalc running on the Apple
II, a totally new idea in the field of computing. And the computing
industry owes Software Arts and Dan Bricklin a debt of gratitude.

Bricklin has certainly had his share of honors. In 1981 he received
the Grace Hopper Award from the Association for Computing
Machinery. In 1986 the Software Publishers Association gave his
product, Dan Bricklin’s Demo Program, an award for “Best
Programming Tool.” The program was made to simulate other soft-
ware modules for the purpose of testing programs in development.
Bricklin has also received awards from MIT and the IEEE. His firm,
Software Garden, also developed a program for making laser printer
output more efficient. Most recently, Bricklin founded Trellix
Corporation in 1995, a firm which sells website development tools.
Bricklin remains on staff as Chief Technology Officer, advocating
open systems and open development.

A version of the original VisiCalc runs on Intel-based machines.
After a lengthy dispute that program is now available from
http://www.bricklin.com/history/vclicense.htm. It’s only a 27K down-
load, and it is free.  

NaSPA member Jim Rue writes about computers and conducts training and
field service in Orange County, CA.
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